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Innovative lift, hinge, box and runner systems equipped with sophisticated 
technology - Blum's wide range of products inspires users with comprehensive 
functionality and top quality.

Sophisticated technology -  
comprehensive functionality
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Blum's motion technologies not only make it easier to open  
and close furniture - they make motion a mesmerising experience.  
For top quality motion throughout the home - a furniture lifetime.

Motion technologies  
for top quality motion
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BLUMOTION
Furniture always  
closes softly and effort-
lessly with soft-close 
BLUMOTION.

SERVO-DRIVE
Furniture opens at  
a single touch with the 
SERVO-DRIVE electric 
motion support system. 
SERVO-DRIVE is com-
bined with BLUMOTION.

TIP-ON
Handle-less fronts open 
at a single touch with 
the TIP-ON mechanical 
opening system. To 
close, simply press shut.
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AVENTOS lift systems bring enhanced freedom of movement to every wall  
cabinet. No matter whether in kitchens or living areas, with large or small 
fronts - all AVENTOS wall cabinets open with utmost ease and close again 
softly and effortlessly with integrated BLUMOTION. Freedom of movement  
is guaranteed throughout, and fronts are always out of the user's way.

Lift systems for enhanced  
freedom of movement
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AVENTOS HL
Suitable for tall cabinets or wall 
cabinets with cabinets positioned 
above them. AVENTOS HL can 
also solve tricky applications,  
e.g. integration of electrical  
appliances into wall units.

AVENTOS HS
The ideal fitting for large fronts. 
There is enough space above  
the cabinet for crown mouldings 
or cornices.

AVENTOS HF
The solution for high wall 
cabinets with bi-fold fronts and 
little space above cabinets.

AVENTOS HK-S
The right solution for small wall 
cabinets, e.g. above larder units 
or refrigerators. Its compact  
dimensions mean that the fitting 
fits snugly into small furniture.

AVENTOS HK
This convenient lift system for 
wall cabinets needs little space 
above fitted cabinets. It is ideal 
for heavy fronts.

AVENTOS HK-XS
Suitable for many applications  
(for both tall cabinets and wall 
cabinets) and needs very  
little space. The lift system can 
even be used for cabinets with 
little depth.
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Hinge systems for  
every application
Blum's comprehensive hinge programme has the right solution for a great 
many applications. All hinge systems excel in terms of reliable function,  
adjustment and assembly ease and beautiful design.
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CLIP top BLUMOTION
Innovative technology 
within the smallest space. 
CLIP top BLUMOTION 
has soft-close 
BLUMOTION integrated 
into the hinge boss.

CLIP top
Simply clip it on and 
that's it. CLIP top offers 
standard and special 
hinges for a variety 
of applications. Can 
be combined with 
BLUMOTION or TIP-ON.

MODUL
Classic design and 
reliable function - 
MODUL's combined 
slide-on and screw-fix 
feature has proven itself 
over the years. The 
hinge is very popular 
with furniture makers.
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Blum's box systems offer a wide range of design possibilities and meet the 
different design demands placed on furniture. They boast a feather-light glide, 
enhanced opening and closing ease, top quality and beautiful design.

Box systems for a variety  
of design needs
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LEGRABOX
A sleek and clear-cut 
design with slim drawer 
sides of just 12.8 mm 
- that's LEGRABOX. 
LEGRABOX pure 
and LEGRABOX free 
both excel in terms of 
supreme opening and 
closing ease thanks  
to a completely new 
cabinet profile.

TANDEMBOX
TANDEMBOX intivo, 
TANDEMBOX antaro 
and TANDEMBOX plus 
offer a multitude of 
design possibilities based 
on a single tried and  
tested cabinet profile.

METABOX
METABOX drawers and 
pull-outs have just a 
few component parts. 
They are made of robust 
materials to produce the 
high stability required for 
many different applica-
tions. BLUMOTION is 
available as an optional 
extra.
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Blum's practical inner dividing systems organise every drawer and pull-out. 
Pots and pans, toiletries and bathroom accessories – everything is where  
it should be. Clear visibility and everything within easy reach. Storage space  
can be put to optimal use and interiors tailored to personal needs.

Inner dividing systems  
for beautifully organised interiors
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ORGA-LINE for TANDEMBOX
The ORGA-LINE inner dividing system for TANDEMBOX tidies up the interiors of drawers 
and high fronted pull-outs. High-quality stainless steel trays give users clear visibility and 
easy access to items in drawers. The cross and longside dividers for high fronted pull-outs 
can be adjusted to all contents. Practical kitchen accessories such as the film/foil  
dispenser and knife holder are also available.

AMBIA-LINE for LEGRABOX
The elegant inner dividing system carries the minimalist design of LEGRABOX through to 
interiors and beautifully organises furniture throughout the home. The frames can easily  
be positioned wherever required and are available in fine materials such as steel and wood 
decors. Well-thought-out kitchen accessories such as the spice and plate holder round off 
the manageable programme.
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Blum's runner systems ensure that wooden drawers and pull-outs open and 
close with ultimate ease. Even heavily laden pull-outs have a feather-light 
glide and very good sag values. They bring enhanced user convenience to the 
entire home.

Runner systems for ultra smooth 
running action
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MOVENTO
The MOVENTO runner 
system boasts a syn-
chronised feather-light 
glide, 4-dimensional front 
adjustment and dynamic 
loading capacities of  
40 kg and 60 kg.

TANDEM 
TANDEM gives single 
and full extensions a 
feather-light glide and 
enhanced user con-
venience. Drawers can 
be equipped with a 
locking device or hook 
and peg feature.

STANDARD
STANDARD is a visible, 
tried and tested roller 
runner. It only has a few 
components so assem-
bly is quick and simple.
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Assembly must be precise for lift, hinge, box and runner systems to function 
optimally. Blum assembly devices make assembly precise, quick and easy. 
They meet the most stringent safety requirements.

Assembly devices  
for precision assembly



 
▬
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Drilling and insertion 
machines
Blum's wide range of 
drilling and insertion 
machines provides users 
with the right solution for 
every assembly  
situation. Quick set-up 
and easy operation 
ensure the efficient  
assembly of all Blum 
fittings.

Assembly devices
Assembly devices 
provide optimal assem-
bly support. They are 
simple to set up and 
easy to use.

Templates and jigs
Templates and jigs facil-
itate precise positioning 
and ensure that Blum 
products will function 
optimally. They can be 
used in workshops or 
directly on site.
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www.blum.com/services

Blum would like to make it easy for customers and partners to order, assemble 
and market Blum products. Many useful online applications and well-thought-out 
planning and ordering software make everyone's job easier.

Services for manufacturers
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www.blum.com/productconfigurator

www.e-services.blum.com

DYNALOG
Blum's planning and ordering software 
is called DYNALOG and is available  
on DVD. It ensures that cabinet  
planning is precise and complete.
DYNAPLAN interfaces allow users to 
export data to various CAD/CAM  
programs for further processing.  
The DYNAPLAN cabinet planner is an  
integral part of the software.

E-SERVICES
Always up to date and available around 
the clock - Blum's E-SERVICES support 
a wide range of services. These include 
the MARKETING INFORMATION 
SERVICE which supplies all marketing 
documentation available free of charge. 
And the PRODUCT INFORMATION 
SERVICE which provides technical data 
for the assembly of Blum products.

Product configurator
The online product configurator helps 
users select and order the right fittings. 
In addition to producing a parts list for 
the fittings solution desired, the config-
urator also supplies manufacturing and 
assembly documentation, 2D/3D CAD 
data and marketing information.



www.blum.com/ideas
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Kitchens are normally put to intensive use and have to withstand the rigours 
of the daily routine. Blum has been investigating the needs of kitchen users 
for years and has come up with a multitude of ideas to make modern kitchens 
even more practical.

Blum's ideas for  
practical kitchens

More information 
about practical 
kitchens.



 ▬
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Geared towards  
kitchen users
Blum has been mon- 
itoring kitchen use 
and investigating the 
habits and workflows 
of users all over the 
world for years. The 
insights gained are used 
to develop ideas and 
practical solutions that 
are tailored to the needs 
of kitchen users.

DYNAMIC SPACE
DYNAMIC SPACE is a 
concept that brings to-
gether all of Blum's ideas 
for practical kitchens. 
Useful solutions and 
services are designed to 
support customers and 
partners with kitchen 
planning and marketing.

Practical cabinet  
solutions
Practical cabinet 
solutions such as the 
SPACE CORNER 
cabinet and the 
SPACE TOWER larder 
unit provide plenty of 
storage space and give 
users easy access  
to contents.
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www.blum.com

Blum was founded by Julius Blum more than 60 years ago and is a  
family-owned company that operates on an international scale. Its strategic 
business fields include hinge, runner and lift systems. All product develop-
ments focus on perfecting motion.

Blum
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Blum in Austria and around  
the world

Quality Environment DYNAMIC SPACE

Global customer benefits Innovations

The company has seven plants in 
Vorarlberg, Austria, additional  
production sites in Poland, 
the USA and Brazil and 27 
subsidiaries/representative 
offices. Blum supplies more than 
100 markets. The Blum Group 
employs 5,900 people in total.

Blum's concept of quality is very 
comprehensive. Quality is not 
only about products. It is also 
about services and cooperation 
with customers and partners. All 
aspects must meet the same high 
standard of quality.

At Blum, we believe that res- 
ponsible ecological behaviour  
has long-term economic benefits.  
The longevity of products is just 
one important aspect of many.  
Further important measures in-
clude the use of environmentally- 
friendly processes, the intelligent 
use of materials and prudent  
energy management.

Good workflows, sufficient stor-
age space and top quality motion 
are important features of a 
practical kitchen. Blum's ideas for 
practical kitchens are designed to 
bring function, convenience and 
ergonomics to furniture interiors.

According to Blum's philosophy  
of global customer benefits,  
everyone who uses Blum prod-
ucts, i.e. manufacturers, dealers, 
fitters and kitchen users, should 
benefit from them.

To come up with innovative 
fittings solutions for customers 
and achieve sustainable success, 
it is essential to consistently 
invest in research and develop-
ment, in plants and facilities and 
in employee training. Blum is 
one of Austria's most innovative 
companies with more than 1,200 
registered trademarks around  
the world.



Blum U.K.
Mandeville Drive
Kingston, Milton Keynes
GB-Buckinghamshire MK10 0AW
Tel.: 01908 285700
Fax: 01908 285701
E-mail: info.uk@blum.com 

Julius Blum GmbH
Furniture Fittings Mfg.
6973 Hoechst, Austria
Tel.: +43 5578 705 0
Fax: +43 5578 705 44
Email: info@blum.com
www.blum.com
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